and arbitrarily labelling the remaining points a of the product space, defining addition and multiplication of a's coordinate-wise in their respective fields, we take the initial blocks.
where 378-380).
1. Introduction. Let G be an abelian group of order v. A set of k distinct elements of G is called a difference set if the k-k -1 differences of the elements of D contain every nonzero element of G, X times. These definitions are generalised and in place of a single set D, one can take t initial blocks of k elements each where the t-k-k -l differences from the t blocks contain every nonzero element of G the same number of times. Assume that si is the least prime power factor of v and let /3 denote a general element of the cartesian product G of the m fields
Let us label some of the j3's by a's as follows:
Let P denote the set of points:
where k^si ii m>l and k<si if m = l.
2. Some lemmas on B.
2.1. Lemma. LeZ ac and a<j 6e aray two distinct elements of B. Then ac and ac-an have multiplicative inverses defined.
Proof follows easily since no coordinate of either ac or ae-aa is zero and hence a multiplicative inverse exists for each coordinate in their respective fields. (12 3 4) (2 3 16) (3 12 8) (14 5 3) (2 6 9 1) (3 8 7 2) (16 7 8) (2 8 4 5) (3 4 9 6) (18 9 7) (2 4 5 7) (3 6 5 9) (4 6 8 5) (5 9 7 1) (6 8 4 9) (4 5 18) (5 14 7) (6 9 2 4) (4 9 3 7) (5 2 8 3) (6 7 15) (4 7 2 3) (5 3 6 8) (6 5 13) (7 5 9 3) (8 4 6 7) (9 7 5 2) (7 3 8 9) (8 7 3 6) (9 2 6 5) (7 16 2) (8 5 2 9) (9 3 4 1) (7 2 4 6) (8 9 12) (9 18 4)
